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Radiation 企om a Current FiIament 

in an Anisotropic Plasma 
(Received September 10, 1964) 

Y吋iro OHBA帯

Abstract 

The radiation field from a current filament is calculated. The filament is 
located in a homogeneous, anisotropic and unbounded plasma medium and 
carries trave1ling electric or magnetic current. The equation satisfied by 
propagation constants in the radial direction is obtained. Two sets of wave 
modes are found corresponding to two propagation constants. The field from 
the current filament is constructed by the superposition of two sets of wave 
modes in both cases of electric and magnetic current filaments. 

1. Introduction 

For several years the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a plasma 

medium has been of interest to many authorsl， 2，の. A plasma in an external 

magnetic field has anisotropic properties. As a result, two propagation constants 
are possible in propagation through the plasma medium, that is, the plasma medium 
has a doubly refractive property such as a crystal for light waves. Therefore 

problems of propagation in anisotropic media are rather more complicated than 

those in isotropic media. 

According to some simplified assumptions for the plasma, Maxwell's equations 
for the plasma medium may be obtained by replacing a scalar dielectric constant 

s for isotropic med咊m by a tensor permittivity. 

The radiat卲n from antennas in a plasma medium and the scattering of electroｭ

magnetic waves by a plasma medium have become very important in connectioIT 

with reentry communication between a space veh兤le and a terminal station. 

Several papers on these problems have been published4 ， 5 ， ω. Using a dyadic Green's 

function, Kuehl has treated the radiation from a dipole in an anisotropic plasma. 

Using a similar method in the two dimensional case, the radiation from an electric 
or a magnetic current filament, which is infinitely long and clad by an anisotropic 
plasma sheath, has been calculated by the author7

). 

In this paper the radiation from an infinitely long filament, which carries a 
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progressive electric or magnetic current in a plasma medium, is calculated. As is 
expected, two propagation constants. are obtained. The radiation fields in both 
cases are obtained, by the superposition of two modes corresponding to two prop

agation constants. These propagation modes are the same as those given Epstein8>. 

These modes may be very useful for problems of scattering by a plasma column 
or plasma sheath at oblique incidence of electromagnetic waves. 

II. Maxwell's equations in a magnetized plasma medium 

Consider an electrically neutral, homogeneous and unbounded plasma. An elec
tron in the plasma under an external magnetic field will be subjected to a Lorentz 
force. As usual, a plasma frequency wp and a cyclotron frequency we are defined. 
In order to describe collisions between particles in the plasma, a collision frequency 

v is introduced. The electric displacement D in the plasma is related to an electric 

field E by 

.... ~ .... 
D=s ·E, 

where~ is the tensor permittivity defined in terms of these frequencies. When 
the plasma is magnetized homogeneously in the z-direction of rectangular coordi-

~ 

nates, s is written as9> 

e -jg 0 

(1) 
=) 

e = jg e 0 

0 0 r; 

where 

{ 
• Wp2 } 

r; = 1-J (jw+ v) w eo. 

"Thus Maxwell's equations in the anisotropic plasma medium are 

- - ::::::=> --+ 

vxH=] +jw s • E, 

} (2) 
.... .... 

vxE = -jw flo H, 

where E and ii are the field intensities, J is an impressed current density, and flo 

is the magnetic permeability of the plasma which equals that of vacuum. In the 
above vector quantities, a time dependence exp (jwt) is assumed. 

(2) 
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III. Dyadic Green's function for the anisotropic medium 

From equation (2), one obtains 

-+ ===> -t -+ 

VXVX E-w2t-to e • E=- jw t-t0 ]. (3) 

==> -+ -+ -+ ....,. 

Introducing a dyadic Green's function r (r, r'), the electric field E (r) at an observing 
point is 

E(;) = f rc;,;'). }<;') dV'. (4) 
v 

where; and ;, are coordinate vectors of observing and source points respectively, 
and the integration is performed over the volume V containing the source currents. 
Substituting equation (4) into equation (3), one obtains 

Jcvxvx rc;,;')-w2t-to=; • T(;,;')J · Jc;') dV'=-jwt-tof(;). (5) 
v 

] (r) on the right-hand side of equation (5) is given by 

/c;) = f u. Jc;') o(;_;,) dV', (6) 
v 

=:::::) 

where U Is the unit dyadic and o (r-r') is the Dirac delta-function. From equa-
tions (5) and (6), one obtains 

===> ==> ===> -+ -+ ==> -+ -+ 

(-yr2 U+vv-w2t-to e)· F(r,r') =-jwt-toUo(r-r'). (7) 

Taking the Fourier transform of equation (7) with respect to ;, one obtains 

==> ==> - -+ ==> - -+ 

A " r (p, T1) = -jWJ-lo ij eJP•r', (8) 

===> -+ -+ ==> ....... -+ 

where F(p, r') is the transform of r (r, r'), 

=> =:::::) -- =:::::) 

J.=P2 V-pp-w2t-t0 e, (9) 

- - - -+ 

P=Pxi+PYi+Pzk, (10) 

and 7, j and k are unit vectors in x, y and z axes, respectively. Premultiplying 
=> 

by the inverse dyadic ). -I, equation (8) becomes 

==> -+ -+ ==> -+ -r (p, r') = -jWJ-lo ;_-leiP·rl • 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of the above equation, the dyadic Green's. 
function is obtained as 

"' r (;, ;') = _j;:so f f jJ:-te-ii5-<7-T'I) dPx dP11 dpz. (11) 

(3) 
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=:::) 

As calculated from equations (9) and (10), each of nine components of A- 1 is the 

quotient of two polynomials in Px, p'V and Pz· Because the polynomial in the nu-- - -merator of each component operates on the term exp [-jp • (r-r') ], Px, p'V and p. 
in the numerator may be replaced by 

·0 
Px=J ox' 

·0 
Pz=J OZ • 

Interchanging the order of integration and differentiation, one obtains 

(12) 

=:::) ~ =:::) 

where I A I is the determinant of A and D is the dyadic operator. From equations 
(9) and (10), one obtains 

=:::) 

I A I= P2-Px2-W2P,oe -PxP'V+jW2P,og -PxPz 

-PyPx-jW2P,og P2-Py2-W2f.1-oe -PyPz 

-PzPx 

= -Pz4w2poYJ+Pz2w2po [2w2poe 'f)- (e +YJ) (Px2+P'V2) J 
-w2po [ (Pxz+Pv2) -w2poYJ][ e (Px2+py2) -w2po(e 2_g2) ], (13) 

=:::) 

D= 

Dxx= 

Dxy=-

Dxz= 

Dx'V 
Dxz) 
D'VZ 

Dzz , 

( .E:_ -v2-w2poe) ay2 (a~~z) 

(a~~Y) (;;2 -V2-W2f.1-oYJ) 

(a~~Y + jw2 fl-og) (a~~z) 

(a;~Y) (::2 -V2-W2f.l-oYJ) 

(a~~y + jw2 fl-og) (a~~) 

(;;2 -V2-W2f.l-oe) (a~~z) 
(.L -jw2pog) ayax (a~~z) 

(a~~x) (;:2 -V2-W2f.l-oYJ) 

(4) 

(14) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(15c) 

(15d) 
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( .£.: -vz-wzp.os) OX2 (~!~z) 
(15e) 

( az ') 
ozox (::z -V2-W2P.o1J) 

( ~ -v2-w2p.os) ox2 (a!~z) 
(15f) 

( ()2 • 2 ) OXOY -JW P.og (a~~z) 
Du:= ( ()2 • 2 ) ( ~ -v2-wzp.os) oyoX -JW P.og ()y2 

(15g) 

(a:~x) (a:~Y) 
( .£:... -v2-w2p.os) ( ()2 . 2 ) 
ox2 oxoy +Jw P.og 

(15h) 

(a;~x) (a:~Y) 
( !:__ -v2-w2p.os) 
ox2 

( ()2 . 2 ) 
oxoy +Jw P.og 

(15i) 

(a;~x -jw2pog) (t;2 -V2-w2p.0s) 

Substituting equation (12) to equation ( 4), the electric field E (r) can be obtained 

for a given distribution of source current density J {;'). 

IV. Field from an electric current filament 

Consider a filament carrying a progressive electric current Io exp (-jkzz+ jwt) in 
the unbounded anisotropic plasma medium. The filament is located at a point 
(xh y1) and it is parallel to the z-axis of the rectangular coordinate system. 

Suppressing the term exp (jwt), the current density I (r') is written as 
.... .... .... 
](r') =l0o(x'-x1)o (y'-Yt) exp (-jkzz') k. (16) 

Substituting equation (16) into equation (4) and performing integrations with 
respect to x' andy', one obtains 

"' 
E(;) = f r (;, x.,y., z') Io exp ( -jkr.z') • k dz'. (17) 

Integrating equation (17) with respect to z', and then Pz after substitution of 
equation (11) into equation (17), one obtains 

(5) 
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Performing the transformation 

Px=Q COS /3, 

x-x~= I p-p~lcos a, 

equation (18) becomes 
00 21t _.,. -+ 

E-(-) jwflolon==> -·k JJ e-iqlp-p1l cos <fJ-~») d a a -k 
Y =---

2
- e } zZ ==> q q p 0 

• 

4
1r 0 0 I A I 

As is well known, the integration with respect to f3 yields 

+oo -+ -+ 

= jlo De-ikzzJ qHo<2)(qlp-pll) dq ·k 
4n-we -co (q2-S l) (q2-S22

) • 
(19) 

Taking into account equation (13), it is found that S 1
2 and S2

2 in equation (19) 

are given by two roots of the equation 

( e S 2+kz2 1) -w2 floe 1)) (S 2+kz2
-W

2 floe)+ w2 fl 0g 2 (S2-w2 flo 1)) =0. (20) 

Closing the contour m the lower half-plane of the complex q-plane and applying 
the residue theorem, equation (19) becomes 

- -+ ===> -+ -+ 

E(r)=EeDe-ikzz I; (-1)mHo(2)(SmiP-Pll) •k. (21) 
m=11 2 

where 

==> 
Using equations (14) and (15) for the dyadic operator D in equation (21), three 

components of E (r) in rectangular coordinate system can be obtained. It is conveni

ent, however, to describe the components of i (;) in the circular cylinder coordinate 

system (p, ¢>, z). Applying the addition theorem to the term H 0(2)(Smlp-p1 1) in 
the case of p > p 11 three components can be calculated as 

h2 .. 
Ep =Eejkz e-jkzz I; [ ( -1) m I; { (F m) SmH n (2)! (Sm p) 

m n=-oo 

- (G) j; Hn(2) (SmP)}] n(Smp 1) e 1nC<t>-<t>1)], 

E<t>=Eejkze-ikzz ~ [(-1)m £: { (Fm)jn Hn(2)(Smp) 
m n=-m p 

+ (G)SmHn< 2)'(SmP)} ]n(SmPl) ejnC<t>-<t>1)], 

112 . ( F ) ""' 
Ez=Eee-jkzz ~ [(-1)mSm2kz 2 (L:) nfooHn<2)(Smp)]n(SmPl)ejn(<I>-<I>I)], 

(6) 

1 
j 

(22) 
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where p 1 and ifJ 1 are circular cylinder coordinates of the source current and coef
ficients (F m), (G) and (Lm) are written as 

(Fm) =kz2+Sm2-w2p0 e, 

(G) = j W 2 flog, 

(Lm) =Sm2-W2J1o1J. 

When the electric current is located at the origin, equation 

h2 
Ep=Eejkze-ikzz ~ (-l)m(Fm)SmH0 C2>'(Smp), 

m 

h2 
E.p=Eejkze-ikzz ~ (-l)m(G)SmHoC2>'(Smp), 

m 

(22) 

V. Field from a magnetic current filament 

becomes 

1 (23) 

j 
Consider a filament which is carrying a progressive magnetic current Ko exp 

(- jkzt+ jwt), and is located along the z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system. 
The magnetic current may be regarded as the limit, as the radius tends to zero, 
of a circular cylindrical electric current. Therefore the electric current density 

- -](r) =10 ( -sin cp' i+cos cp' j) e-Jkzz' o(p'-p1 ) (24) 

is considered in order to express the magnetic current. 
Substituting equation (24) into equation (4), performing the integration with 

respect to p', z', Pz and then Px and Pv, after using the same transformation as in 
the last section for variables Px and Pv, one obtains 

- -+ h2 --+ _., 

• (-sin cp' i+cos cp' j) ~ ( -l)m Ho(2)(Sml p- p 1 1) dcp'. 
m 

Performing the integration with respect to cp' after applying the addition theorem 

for H 0 m(Sml p-p 1 1), one obtains 

In the limit of p 1 ~ 0, the above equation becomes 

(7) 
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where K0 is the amplitude of magnetic current and by definition 

Ko = jwp.otr Pt2 lo. 

Using equations (14) and (15), three components of E(;) in the circular cylinder 
coordinate system are obtained as 

(25) 

where 

IV. Conclusion 

The field from a current filament, which is placed along the z-axis taken in an 
anisotropic plasma medium, has been obtained and is shown by expressions (23) 
and (25) in cases of electric and magnetic current filaments respectively. It is easily 
found that the expressions (23) and (25) degenerate to those for the field from a 
current filament in an isotropic medium by putting as s = r;, g =0 and S1 =S2• 

Two propagation constants S 1 and S2 in the radial direction may be calculated 
from equation (20). They are given in terms of wp, we, lJ and kz. Whether or not 
radiation into the plasma medium occurs, will depend on these parameters. 

Two sets of wave modes for two propagation constants S1 and S2 are obtained. 
They agree with those shown by Epstein8). The field from the current filament is 
constructed from the superposition of two sets of wave modes. Consider only the 
modes for the propagation constant S 1• Taking ratios of p-, ¢- and z-components 
of electric field for the electric current filament to those for the magnetic one 
respectively, it is easily found from equations (23) and (25) that all three ratios 

are equal to jkz ~: ~f:~, that is, two electric field vectors for electric and magnetic 

currents are parallel to each others. The same relation is also found between two 
electric field vectors for the other propagation constant S 2 • It is noted that the 
fact mentioned above is rather different from the relation between two sets of the 
electric field vectors for the electric and magnetic current filaments in isotropic 

media. 
Two sets of these modes are very useful for the calculation of scattering by a 

plasma column or plasma-clad metal cylinder at oblique incidence of the incident 

waves. 

(8) 
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